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1 Introduction 
In the past few years, the fragmentation of relativistic projectiles and the sepa
ration of the produced fragments offered the possibility to prepare high-quality 
beams of exotic nuclei. Experiments with these beams allowed for investi
gation of the properties of nuclei far from stability and their comparison to 
the results obtained with stable or less exotic beams. The first experiments 
[1, 2] mainly showed two surprising features. Firstly, the nuclenr matter radii 
of these neutron-rich nuclei extracted from measured total interaction cross 
sections on targets with low nuclear charge Z are much larger than predicted 
by the scaling laws usually used [3]. Secondly, the interaction cross sections on 
high-Z targets are only understandable if it is assumed that electromagnetic 
dissociation plays an important role, i. e. is about 10 to 100 times larger than 
for stable nuclei of similar masses. It has been assumed that this effect is due 
to a low-lying giant resonance at about 1 MeV excitation energy [4]. 

In [5] presented were results on total charge-changing cross sections for 
the lithium isotopes *- 9' nLi on different targets. The high-energy reaction 
cross sections of Li and Be isotopes are calculated using a simplified Glauber 
model and densities constrained by the empirical binding energies [6]. The elec
tromagnetic dissociation in the ( u Li , 'Li) projectile fragmentation has been 
studied using a formalbm developed by Winther and Alder [7]. A large-scale 
shell-model calculation is applied to the study of radii of neutron-rich p-shell 
nuclei, using harmonic-oscillator and Hartree-Fock single-particle wave func
tions [8]. In [9] cross section measurements of the neutron-rich isotopes *>9>nLi 
were done at 80 MeV/nucleon. In [10] a unified calculation of neutron-rich 
isotopes in lithium has been performed in a hyperspherical basis in which the 
underlying symmetry of each isotope exhibits a simple structure. The variation 
in the binding energy as a function of mass number is qualitatively reproduced, 
and the radial distribution of each isotope decreases exponentially asymptoti
cally. It is shown that the form factors for isotopes of 6 , 7 Li well agree with the 
experimental data at small moment transfer. 

In the present paper we calculated in the unified way the properties of 
neutron-rich Li isc topes. This paper is organized as follows. The structure 
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properties of the neutron-rich Li isotopes are discussed in sect. 2. Sect. 3 is 

devoted to discussion on calculation results of the form factors and angular 

distributions of elastic scattering of neutron-rich lithium isotopes. In sect. 4 

we calculate nuclear interaction cross section of Li neutron-rich isotopes basic 

concept of Carol's microscopic model. It is based on the Glauber theory and 

semiclassical optical model. 

2 The Structure Propert ies of the Li Neutron-
Rich Isotopes 

Exotic nuclei close to the neutron drip line arc difficult to describe inicrusco-

pically. The small binding energies and extended radial density distributions 

of neutron-rich nuclei such as the lithium isotopes, which are produced in ra

dioactive beams [1, 2, 4, 9], are not correctly reproduced in either Ilarliee-Fotk 

or shell model calculations [6, 11]. For this reason simple Gaussian paramcter-

jzations of the density distributions [6] have been used in order to describe the 

large experimentally observed reaction cross sections [J, 2, -1]. 

In [10] a fully microscopic calculation of the lithium isotopes has been per

formed in a basis of hyperspherical functions with the symmetries properly-

Table 

Au [/] ./" L s T 
6 [42] 1 + 0 1 0 

7 [43] 3/2- 1 1/2 1/2 
8 [431] 2+ •> (1 1 
9 [432] 3/2- 1 1/2 3/2 
11 [4322] 3/2- 1 1/2 5/2 
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taken into account [12, 13]. In this basis a belter description of the asymp
totic part of the wave functions is possible. Unlike some previous theoretical 
treatments [7, 14], in [10] an attempt was done to provide a unified descrip
tion of 6 ' 7 ' 8 ' 9 ' u L i rather than that of just a single isotope. No attempt will 
be made to parameterize the effective interaction used for each isotope, rather 
a simple parameterization for all the isotopes has been used. Furthermore in 
this treatment there is no inert core [7, 14] and all of the nucleons are properly 
antisymmetrized. Lastly because Jacobi coordinates were used, no problems 
are encountered with the treatment of the center of mass [8]. 

In order to provide a unified description of all of the lithium isotopes we 
use the following group theoretical description. In the Table the spin and 
isospin of each of the isotopes are given. From knowledge o[ the total isospin 
the symmetry of each isotope is determined. As can be .seen from the table the 
corresponding Young diagram [/] for each isotope exhibits a simple structure. 
u L i is constructed from 9Li plus two neutrons in the .same manner as 9Li from 
7Li plus two neutrons . Fig. 1 shows the convenient Young diagram for all the 
Li-rich isotopes. 

[42] [43] 

Li" 

[431] 

Li3 

[432] 

[43 2 2] 
Figure 1: Young diagram for all Li-rich isotopes 
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Figure 2: Mean squared radius of Li isotopes 

In [10] the variation in the binding energy as a function of mass number is 

qualitatively reproduced, and the radial distribution of each isotope decreases 

exponentially asymptotically. Fig. 2 sliow.s the calculation results from [10] of 

the mean squared radius of Li as a function of mass number in comparison with 

experimental data and calculation results from [0, S]. It is seen that all the 

calculation results are much smaller than the experimental value 3.10±0.17 fin 

for 1 1 L i , but our calculation results are bigger than the others. 
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3 The Form Factors and Angular Distributions 
of Elastic Scattering of Neutron-Rich Li Iso
topes 

With the radial density distributions of the isotopes of lithium from [10] we 

have calculated the form factors and cross sections of the angular distributions 

of elastic scattering on 1 2 C . The expression for the elastic and inelastic form 

factors in the high energy approximation [15] has the form: 

where the functions C, '/, Ф take into account l lie distortion of electron wave 

with 11 if Coulomb field of nucleus (see [l~>] ). In the Horn approximation G = 

1, Ф = 0, ij-q. The formula ( I ) is correct f o r i / f t » 1. V(Q)/E< 1. £'" < E, 
where V(0) - the Coulomb potential in the center of nucleus, E' - loss of the 

energy of the electron. 

Elastic 6 L i + 1 _ C and " L i + ' - ' C differential cross section are analyzed within 

the framework of the standard double-folding model [1С] for the real part of the 

optical potential, using standard DDM3V effective uucleoii-nucleoii interactions 

[17] and Wood-Saxon imaginary potential. Real optical potential is given by 

U(fi) = N J d f, d ?•,,/;' (r t W (Г-,) I' (л, , = ft + Г, - г , ) . (•>) 

where N is the overall potential normalization factor, f>'"(p'i') are the density 

distributions of the projectile( target.) nuclei, and V(r) is effective interaction. 

Figs. 3 - (i show our calculation results of' 'Li -uid "L i form factors and cross 

sections of ' 'L i+ ' -C and " l . i + '-f' ehslic seal lerinj;. Fin- :t gives the calcu

lation results of tin; form factors for ''i.i in с о т р и isoii with the experimental 

data. Fig. 0 presents the calciilali.ni results of the furni fnc'ors of "I . i in 

comparison with the (nictitation results with the density distribution from [li]. 

Fig. 'I and Fig. 6 show the calculated results ami ex peri mental data for the si at-

l e i i n g c L i + r - C tit Еыь( "1/0 = 210 McV and "Li-t-'-'C at E,„b{ " 1-0 = 6:17 MeV, 

respectively. The density [10] w.",s used for ''I.i and "I . i while the used ' - ' ( ' 
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Figure 3: Form factor of GI,i 

density distribution was that obtained from clastic election scattering. Л three-
parameter Fermi distribution [18J is 

P'"(r) = I+e*p[ ( r - c ) / c J 
with с = 2.355 frn, и = -0.149, z = 0.5224 . 

The normalization of the real double-folding potential N and the three 

(3) 
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Figure 4: The angular distribution of elastic e Li+'"C scattering 
at 210 MeV 

variables of the imaginary potential W, r, a were varied to obtain the optimal 
fit to the data. The criterion of fitting is the usual one, namely we minimized 
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Figure 5: Form factors of n L i : solid line is our result, dashed line 

is result with Bertsch's density distributions 

the value: 

Л charge radius parameter r = 1.3 was used for the Coulomb potential. 

Our analysis of the 210 McV °Li + ' "C elastic scattering yields for the 

normalization of double folded potential a value O.H. The value of the real 
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Figure 6: The angular distribution of clastic " L i + ' - C scattering 

volume integral ,/,./.4,.4,, obtained in our calculations is ~2t>0 McVfin 3 and 

the value of the imaginary volume integral .Д/Л,.!,, is I MO McV-fin**. The 

values of the volume integrals Jr/AtAr ami 7,-/.-l,.-\;, calculated according to 

the equations given by Gupta et al. [1У] are :(00 McVfm : ! and 110 MeVfni 3 , 

correspondingly. The total cross section of the react ion from our analysis is 1011 

nib. This is in a good agreement with results of the simple optical model [20], 

where there were obtained the values Jr/AIAI,= 2<JS, 101 MeV'fm'', Ji/AtAr = 
= 160, 166 MeV-fin 3, and atot — 1105iub for dill'erent sets of parameters. In 

the paper [21] the first double folded analysis of the 210 MeV u Li + ' "C elastic 

scattering was carried out and a value of the normalization of the double folded 

potential was found 0.57; and the value of the imaginary volume integral was 

found ~170 MeVfm 3 . 

Kolata ct al. [22] have measured the elastic scattering at (Ю MeV/nucleou 

of the exotic halo nucleus "L i ои а '- '( ' target and have carried out. analysis 

of this scattering. Angular distribution for the elastic scattering of "L i from 
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1 2 C is shown in Fig. 6. The horizontal error bars indicate the averaging in

terval of the experimental data due to the angular resolution of the detection 

system including multiple scattering. The vertical error bars are purely sta

tistical. The calculations were carried in the framework cf different models. 

The best agreement with experiment is achieved by calculating the n L i + Z 2 C 

elastic scattering in the framework of the coupled-channels method and adding 

inelastic cross section for the excitation of the lowest 2 + and 3 " states in 1 2 C 

which should make the largest contributions. The result of this calculation 

is shown by a dashed curve ii) Fig. 6. The large discrepancy in the region 

of 4 remains unexplained.The total reaction cross section resulting from the 

coupled-channels calculation is 1350 nib. The sy.sLeiinilics [23] of " Li interac

tion cross section measurements predicts a value closer to 1600 nib. Satchler 

et al. [24] have shown that introduction of long-range absorption due to the 

fragmentation from the halo can increase the reaction cross section by several 

hundred mb with negligible effect on the predicted angular distribution. 

Our calculation carried out within the framework of the standard optical 

model gives the description of the u L i + 1 2 C elastic scattering comparable 

with the results of [22] (solid curve in Fig. 6). Our results yield a value 1.15 

for the normalization of the double folded potential. The total reaction cross 

section resulting from our calculations is 1613 nib which is in agreement with 

[23]. 

4 Nuclear Interact »on Cross Section of Neutron-
Rich Lithium Isotopes 

One of the most fundamental quantities characterizing the nude? ' structure 

in the heavy ions reactions is the total reaction cross section «ту. This quan

tity has been studied both theoretically and experimentally for various systems 

particle+nucleus. Recently a possibility has appeared to measure oy for unsta

ble neutron-rich nuclei for the sake of determinating its sizes 

In this paper we will present a calculation of the oy for Li isotopes scat

tering on 1 2 C at 80 and 790 MeV per nucleon. Here we use approximation to 
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NUCLEUS 2 

NUCLEUS 1 
Figure 7: Diagrammatic representation of the nucleus-nucleus collision. 
Eacli nucleus is divided into tubes denoted by г and j . The value 6 is 
the impact parameter 

the Glauber model based on the individual uuclcoii-iiiiclcou collisions in the 
overlap volume of the colliding nuclei to calculate ar [25, 20]. 

In the absence of the Coulomb field for a zero-range interaction the nucleus-
nucleus reaction cross section in the framework of approximation to the Glauber 
model can be written as 

<тг=1ж I bdb[\- exp[- <T]7N / ^ n p ^ r i ^ l f l f i - 4)]]> (5) 

where trt/N is the nucleon-nucleon reaction cross section averaged over the 
interacting n-n, p-p and n-p pairs, b is the impact parameter, ri is shown in 
Fig 7. The thickness function p\(?i) is defined by 

00 

fi(r)= f <*'№ + :*)* (i=U2), (6) 
-oo 

where p' is the nuclear density and z is the beam direction. The expression (5) 
is derived by neglecting the transverse motion while the nuclei pass each other. 

As the model was first developed for the relativistic energy range, straight-
line trajectories were assumed for the projectile in Equation (5). In our calcula
tion we have include; deflection of the projectile due to the Coulomb repulsion, 
which can be important at subrelativistic energies. At first order correction 
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Figure 8: Total cross section for Li isutupes им I J C target at 80 

MeV/nucIeon: our results, experimental data and Blank's theoretical 

results 

Coulomb effect can be taken into account l>y replacing /»:(|п — b \) by p*(\?x — 
—V |)[26], wliere V is the classical distance of the closest approach of the pro

jectile in the Coulomb potential. 

The projectile and target density distributions are very important in mi

croscopic calculation <r,.. We used density Li isotopes [10] and density of , 2 C 

obtained-from the electron scattering data [11]. 

Quantities ann were calculated using expressions lioni[2!j] 
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Figure 9: Total cross section for Li isotopes on r ' C target at 790 
MeV/nuclcon 

CTNN (NpNiff„n + ZpZ,trl4, + NrZ,<r„,, + S,Z,,anl,)l(ApAt) 

anp = -70 .67 - 18.18//*+ 25.26/,/-' + 11.4.85/Дтб). 

crpp = <r„„ = 13.73 - 15М/р+*.7в/:)- + tm.ti'J^iub). 

(7) 

where f} = v/c. 

The reaction cross sections of Li isotopes o n I J C target at SO and 7!)0 MeV 

per nucleoli calculated minierically are shown in Tigs. 8,9 in comparison with 

the experimental data from [6, 28]. It can he seen that the reaction cross 

sections of " L i on '-(. ' target agree with experimental data ipiile well. In the 

case of 6 ' , , e , 9 b i + l j C our calculation results overestimate I-X|K*I inu'tit al data 

for both energies 80 and 7У0 MeY'/niirleun. 

Note that in the case of 790 MeV per iimiuni i-xjn rinuulal data for in

teraction cross sections a/ were used instead of cr. u/ is a part of the lotal 

reaction cross section, evaluation of <x,. greater than IT, by aliotil OVI has been 
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Figure 10: Square of the radius parameter for Lithium at 80 
MeV/nucleon. Boxes are experimental data, circles arc our calculation 
results 

made in [16]. 
The total reaction cross section can be represented in a simple form 

ar = *r&Al'3 + Л (

1 / 3 ) 2 (1 - Vc/Ec.m.), (8) 

here r 0 - interaction radius parameter, Vc - Coulomb barrier 

Vc = {lAAZpZt)/(Al'3^A]rJ). (9) 

The increase of ro with increasing neutron excess of the nucleus is the so-
called isotopic effect in the total reaction cross section. This effect is observed 
for protons, deuterons, a-particles and heavy ion scattering on neutron-rich 
targets. In the framework of approximation to the Glauber model, isotopic 

т 1 1 г 

" 80 MeV/A 
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TTR, m b 
60 

Figure 11: Square of the radius parameter for Lithium at 790 
MeV/nucleon. Boxes are experimental data, circles are our calculation 
results 

effects result from dependence of neutron distribution diffuseness on neutron 
excess [30]. We have converted the calculated and the experimental ar into 
rjj according to Eq.(8). Dependencies of -nr\ on mass number of Li isotopes 
presented in Fig. 10 and Fig, 11 show that the calculated яг% increases linearly 
with increasing Ap. This is in a accordance with experimental results for various 
systems projectile+target (see [30]). 
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5 Conclusion 
We have calculated in the unified way the properties of iiciilion-nch Li isotopes. 

We have studied the structure propc: ..c-s of the neutron-rich Li isotopes, form 

factors and angular distributions of clastic: scattering of neutroii-ricli lithium 

isotopes. We have calculated nuclear interaction cross section of Li neutron-rich 

isotopes based on the Glauber theory and semiclassical optical model. We have 

compared the calculation results with the experimental data and calculation re

sults from other theoretical approaches. Л good qualitative agreement lias been 

obtained for describing the nuclear structure and the scattering properties. 
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